In this letter, we propose a novel garbage collection technique for index structures based on flash memory systems, called Proxy Block-based Garbage Collection (PBGC). Many index structures have been proposed for flash memory systems. They exploit buffers and logs to resolve the update propagation problem, one of the a main cause of performance degradation of the index structures. However, these studies overlooked the fact that not only the record operation but also garbage collection induces the update propagation problem. The proposal, PBGC, exploits a proxy block and a block mapping table to solve the update propagation problem, which is caused by the changes in the page and block caused by garbage collection. Experiments show that PBGC decreased the execution time of garbage collection by up to 39%, compared with previous garbage collection techniques. key words: garbage collection, NAND flash memory, index structure, proxy block
Introduction
NAND flash memory is widely used as a storage medium because of its fast access speed and low price. However, it has two weak points, which are out-place-update and the limited number of erases. In order to manage these disadvantages, Flash Translation Layer (FTL) is typically used [1] . However, FTL implementation needs main memory and increases computing overhead. Accordingly, implementation is a difficult task on low-powered devices. Moreover, performance of index structures can be poor on FTL, because FTL is for compatibility with typical file systems based on hard disks and is not optimized for index structures. Therefore, index structures for flash memory without FTL have been studied for low-powered and small-scale devices.
The index structures for flash memory indicate the update propagation problem as a main cause of poor performance. More recently, µ-Tree and µ * -Tree were proposed to change the index structure of B + -Tree. Dynamic in-page logging (D-IPL), adaptive endurance-aware B + -Tree (ADTree), and block-based multi-version B + -Tree (BbMVBT) exploit additional data buffers and logs for this index structure [2] - [6] . However, µ-Tree and µ * -Tree overlook the fact that an additional update propagation problem occurs during garbage collection, whereas they only focused on record operations. D-IPL, AD-Tree, and BbMVBT are possible for performing garbage collection, but their garbage collection has a limited range of blocks to reclaim invalid pages for space in use, and they are difficult to apply to existing wear leveling techniques without additional modifications [7] .
In this letter, to solve these difficulties, we propose a garbage collection technique for index structures on flash memory systems, calling it Proxy Block-based Garbage Collection (PBGC). PBGC solves the update propagation problem by using a proxy block and a block mapping table during garbage collection. The contributions of this letter are as follows.
• We analyze the update propagation problem in conventional garbage collections on index structures for flash memory.
• We find a fact that the operations of the conventional garbage collection are stopped by the update propagation problem in B + -Tree.
• The PBGC solves the update propagation problem by using one spare block, which is called a proxy block, and thus it increases the performance of garbage collection in index structures, such as B + -Tree and µ-Tree.
Analysis of Update Propagation Problem Overhead
We analyzed overhead of the update propagation problem based on B + -Tree, which is a typical index structure with the symbols and definitions seen in Table 1 . Eq. (1) is overhead of the update propagation problem resulting from inserting and updating records.
In addition, Eq. (2) is overhead of the update propagation problem resulting from garbage collection.
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In B + -Tree based on flash memory, garbage collection needs additional page read operations, because changing linkages of index nodes must apply to the index structure and requires information related to their location, when valid pages of a victim block are migrated. Consequently, record operations (Eq. (1)) generate only write overhead, whereas garbage collection (Eq. (2)) generates read overhead as well as write overhead. In Eq. (2), the overhead is differentiated by P m . Moreover, index nodes stored in all pages can be leaf nodes mostly (Eq. (3)). Therefore, the overhead from garbage collection is larger than the overhead of record operations, when considering the update propagation problem.
In addition, the update propagation problem can limit the number of proper garbage collection operations. I count is equal to G write from Eq. (2). Consequently, if 'I count + M count > P count ' is valid, garbage collection cannot be executed, because the garbage collection does not obtain free pages any more. Figure 1 shows the overhead of Greedy Algorithm Garbage Collection (GAGC) by increasing the number of insertions of keys on B + -Tree. Because of the update propagation problem, the overhead of garbage collection is greater than the overhead of record operations in Fig. 1 (a) , when the number of inserted keys is about 400×10 4 . Furthermore, the garbage collection operations stop, when the number of inserted keys is about 740 × 10 4 in Fig. 1 (b) , although many invalid pages remain to reclaim free pages. Figure 2 shows the architecture for the index structure of the proposed PBGC. The parts in gray indicate proposed PBGC modules in the architecture of an index structure based on A major cause of the update propagation problem is the changed addresses of pages that occur from garbage collection during page migrations. It can be divided into two types of address change. First is a change of block address and second is a change of page address. The former uses a block mapping table, and the latter uses a proxy block. The block mapping table has advantages in that it can be applied to typical wear leveling techniques and it requires low memory space. Additionally, the search cost of the block mapping table is O (1) . A proxy block is allocated from a free-block pool. It is used as a virtual block with a victim block. An address of the virtual block is equal to an address of the victim block. When the virtual block is created by garbage collection, invalid pages are immediately altered to free pages in the victim block. Then, free pages are used in the virtual block first.
Proxy Block-Based Garbage Collection
Over-provisioning techniques use additional spare blocks like PBGC. However, the over-provisioning techniques use typically more than 7% of all blocks and its main focus is to provide longer flash life time, lower write amplification, and higher write performance. Whereas, PBGC uses one spare block as the proxy block and aims to solve the update propagation problem caused by garbage collection.
Details of the page access process in PBGC are shown Page read operations are performed on the victim block or the proxy block according to the addresses of reading pages. When addresses of reading pages are larger than the last address of the written pages in the proxy block, the page read operations are performed on the victim block; otherwise, they are performed on the proxy block. Figure 3 shows the main process of the PBGC operation as an example. We assume that the number of pages is five for each block. The victim block has two invalid pages. Therefore, the system is able to use two free pages in the virtual block. Then, if a write operation is requested by the system on page 0, it is performed on the proxy block during PBGC. In addition, page 1 is migrated from the victim block to the proxy block because page 1 adjoins page 0 and is a valid page. When a read operation to page 3 is requested by the system, it is performed on the victim block because the requested page number is larger than the last written page number which is 1 in the proxy block. In the next order of progression, if the write operation is requested on page 2 by the system, the pages 2 to 4 are written, as in the prior progression. After all writes and migrations, the victim block and the proxy block are changed to a free block and a normal block, respectively.
Performance Evaluation
We applied PBGC in an experimental environment implemented on B + -Tree and µ-Tree. Details of the experimental environment are described in Table 2 , which is a representative embedded system with flash memory. We note that other garbage collection techniques cannot be applied to B + -Tree because they implement the techniques in their own dependent environment. Moreover, there are no independent garbage collection techniques that consider the update propagation problem in a typical B + -Tree. Accordingly, in the † An entry of block mapping table is represented by a range of block address unit. The size of each entry is 12 bits, because the number of blocks is 4096. Therefore, "block count × entry size" is 6144 bytes. experimental environment, we compared PBGC to GAGC, which is a typical garbage collection technique.
In the experimental environment, the size of block mapping table is 6KB for PBGC. Therefore, the memory consumption of PBGC is trivial, compared to the general memory overhead of embedded systems.
The block-level mapping techniques implicate significant write overhead by searching page-level addresses in FTL [1] . Whereas, the block mapping table of PBGC is not related to searching page-level addresses, because index structures using PBGC do not need to search page-level addresses in each block. Therefore, PBGC using the block mapping table has an advantage over block-level mapping technique that leads to significant write overhead. Figure 4 shows the access overhead and time overhead in the experiment. Access overhead is divided into page reads and page writes measured by each technique. The time overhead indicates execution time of garbage collection. Given the same number of inserted keys in B + -Tree, a proportion of PBGC is occupied by up to 12% in total read overhead, whereas GAGC is ccupied by up to 94%. In total write overhead, a proportion of PBGC is up by 11%, whereas GAGC is up by 92%.
In µ-Tree, PBGC decreased read overhead by up to 85% compared with GAGC, whereas PBGC increased write overhead slightly, by about 6%. GAGC can collect node information, which is the position of index nodes on the tree, but instead, increases read overhead in migrating pages. Therefore, with GAGC it is possible that duplicated index nodes are prevented from migrating by using the node information. In the results of Fig. 4 (d) , 4 (e), and 4 (f), PBGC decreased the time overhead by up to 87% and 39% compared with GAGC in B + -Tree and µ-Tree, respectively.
Conclusion
Many studies on index structures of NAND flash memory have overlooked the fact that not only the record operation but also garbage collection induces the update propagation problem. To solve this problem, we propose PBGC, which is a novel garbage collection technique for index structures based on flash memory systems. PBGC solves the main causes of the update propagation problem by using a block mapping table and a proxy block during garbage collection. The block mapping table prevents side effects of changed block addresses, and the proxy block obviates occurrence of side effects from changed page addresses during garbage collection. Our experimental results show that PBGC reduces the execution time of garbage collection by up to 39% compared with greedy algorithm garbage collection on B + -Tree and µ-Tree. As a result of these advantages, PBGC can be exploited by index structures for low-powered devices based on flash memory systems.
